
 

 

Week 8  
 
SLW Black 
The Falcons SLW Black fought against the chill while playing the New Lenox Warriors.  The 
Falcons had some hard hits by Januszewski, Parrish, Strock, Olaleye, Brown, Phillips, Lamonto, 
Reasonova, McCarthy, Purpura, Pellegrini, Hackett, Heerde, Rocklin, Teske, Ball, C. Low, 
Kepuraitis, Crowley, D. Low, Hagemaster, Ransford and Welker.  Brown, Heerde and Phillips 
made gains in yardage. 

SLW Blue 
SLW Blue recorded two crushing victories over Bourbonnais, as both the 5th Q and 4Q games 
went to the Falcons. Wiechers (2) and Johnson both lit the scoreboard lights while Sroka, 
LaPonte, Kekatos, Rodriguez and Skrzynski provided nifty running for big yards. Maniatis, 
Pope, Byrne and Duggan made huge holes for the offense while Winters, Kocka, Mrozik and M. 
Straight were a human wall on defense. The 4-quarter game saw strong contain work from ends 
Willis and Stolarek, while Bell, Emery, Scianna and Michaels plugged the middle. Kwiecinski 
had a breakout day and relentlessly pestered Bourbonnais runners. Dauber, Adamo and 
Cumbee made certain no Bear ever reached the end zone! Offensively, all 20 points were a 
total team effort while Spencer, D. Straight and O’Brochta kept the Bear defense guessing. A 
birthday TD from Jones capped the day off perfectly.  

 
LW Black – No Article 
 

LW Blue 
LW Blue defeated the aerial attack of Bourbonnais 13-0.The O-line of Jaber, DeJulius, 
Michaels, Stilp, and Villa dominated at the point of attack. JWright contributed long runs and 
scored around right end while VTeodoro hammered the Bears with punishing runs. Fitzpatrick 
fielded a punt, cut up the middle, and raced untouched into the end zone for a halftime lead. LW 
Blue defense adjusted to the Bears passing attack and shut them down.  Interceptions from 
Villa, Bragiel, and Bellavich, TFL’s from the Teodoro Brothers, and tackles from Fitzpatrick, 
Belavich, Franklin, Jaber, Michaels, and JWright shut out the Bears.  5thQBlue lost to the Bears 
and their strong running game. Tsamis, Melendez, Tremblay, Phaby, Paull, Simon, and 
Ostrowski recorded tackles, Wiechers chipped in with a TFL, while Bell made a TD saving 



tackle.  Offensively, Simon ripped off a score behind Groen and Falejczyk while Ostrowski and 
Tremblay gained tough yards behind Nelson, Rekart, and Eul.   

 
LW White 
The fifth quarter offensive line of Edwards, Vander, Kooi, Rispoli, McConnell, Amendola, Polad, 
Lemons, Hicks, Anderson, Danny Paliga and Leonard proudly took the field wearing pink. Polad 
and Matthew Bruns were awarded with gains. Both James and Leonard got through to sack the 
quarterback. Anderson, Wheeler and Kingsbury worked together to crush their opponents. 
Lublow faked out the Ravens to score a touchdown on a 65-yard run. Edwards, Looper, Jack 
Bruns, Turner, Guzy, Burks, Hackett and Jelley kept the Ravens at bay. Burks scooped up a 
fumbled Ravens ball. Polad completed a pass to Tomczak.  Polad then threw a 25-yard bomb to 
Burks who ran it back to the house to score the next Falcons’ Touchdown.  Hackett would be 
the next Falcon to recover a fumble. Ronza then ran it in for a 35-yard touchdown.  On the next 
Falcons’ possession, Hawkinson, Hicks, Gold and Kingsbury provided awesome blocking that 
enabled Ronza to enter the end zone again. The Falcons would put another Win on the books. 

 
JV Black 
Thanks to the Falcon’s defensive coordinator the following players shutdown the Knight’s 
offense….Milhajlovich, DBShelton, Stewart, DMShelton, Welker, Shafer, Siggins, Shirley, 
Parrish, Obrien, Grimm, Malito, and Flaherty.  When the Falcon’s offense took the field, Mailto 
ran the ball for 20 yards and managed an interception. DClarke, Shirley, NWise, Shafer and 
Welker all had great runs and secured several 1st downs during the game.  DClarke ran and 
passed the ball with ease securing a Falcon touchdown.  Special thanks to the offensive 
line…..Obrien, Rizzuto, CWise, Milhajlovich, Novak, Flaherty, DMShelton, Siggins, and Stewart 
who all did a great job on Sunday. The game ended Falcon’s 6 Knight’s 8. During the 5th 
Quarter game….Bullington, Dickhaut, and MClarke all had great runs and successful passes.   
Ebers, Dickhaut, Strait, Ansari, Greenawalt, Geijer, Pelligrini did an awesome job on offense 
and on defense Geijer, Romano, Lieser, Digiovanni, Schletz, Bullington, Jennrich, Dickhaut 
really delivered the pain to the Knight’s offense.   

 
JV Blue – No Reporter 
 
JV White 
In Sunday’s match the undefeated Falcons faced the also undefeated Joliet Ravens. The 5th 
quarter began with a number of advances by Criscione, Ciatteo and O’Connell. Schueler, 
Varchetto, Garcia, Lyke, and Stanevicius provided the blocks that enabled Helmin to outrun half 
the opponent’s team to score the first touchdown.  Bruns, Russo, Vaundry, Rispoli, Schmidt, 
Piotrowski and Gritzenbach played tough D. The ball was kicked to the Falcons to begin 
regulation play. After advances by Pollack, Bachler and Zelenika; Morrissey scored a 
touchdown from the 1 yard line. The ball was quickly returned to Falcons’ possession with a 



recovered Ravens fumble. McGivern connected with Pollack for the next TD.  Bachler ran in the 
extra point. After a few mean hit delivered by Bachler, Huguelet, Carr and Morrissey, the 
Ravens were forced to punt. The ball was received by McGivern who ran it back for a TD.  
Zelenika intercepted a Ravens pass to begin a drive that found him in the corner of the end 
zone, grabbing a McGivern pass that would tack on another six points as the half ended. 
Rodriguez demonstrated his value on both sides of the ball by kicking a nice punt and batting 
down a P.A.T. attempt and carrying the ball offensively. In the end, The Falcons White team 
would remain undefeated. Final score Falcons 26, Ravens 12 

 
V Black – No Article  
 
V Blue 
Another grueling battle was fought and lost by our Varsity Blue Falcons.  An early fumble 
recovery by Bragiel, with big runs by Bryant, and incredible catches by Nelson and Ostrowski, 
brought false hope to our struggling team.  The first quarter ended scoreless.  A huge second 
quarter kept the Falcon's hope alive with a touchdown run by Nelson, and a touchdown pass 
from Jansto to Ostrowski.  The half ended with the Falcons up 12-8.  During the second half, 
huge tackles were made by Bryant, Alexa, McGinn, and Jansto, with a crushing hit from Hould.  
Unfortunately, our defense was unable to completely stop the Bears.  Jansto and Alexa 
contributed defensively by blocking extra point attempts.  Varsity Blue lost 32-12.   
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